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Abstract
In this work, we study the problem of constructing oblivious RAM for secure multi-party
computation to obliviously access memory at private locations during secure computation. We
build on recent two-party
√ Floram construction [14] that uses function secret sharing for a point
function and incurs O( N ) secure computation and O(N ) local computation per ORAM access
for an N -element data set. Our new construction, Top ORAM, is designed for multi-party computation with n ≥ 3 parties and uses replicated secret sharing. We reduce secure computation
component to O(log N ), which has notable effect on performance. As a result, when Top ORAM
is instantiated with n = 3 parties, it outperforms all other 2- and 3-party ORAM constructions
that we tested for datasets up to a few million (at which point O(N ) local work becomes the
bottleneck).
To be able to accomplish the above, we design a number of secure n-party protocols for
semi-honest adversaries in the setting with honest majority for replicated secret sharing. They
are suitable to be instantiated over any finite ring, which has the advantage of using native
hardware arithmetic with rings Z2k for some k. We also provide conversion procedures between
other, more common types of secret sharing and replicated secret sharing to enable integration
of Top ORAM with other secure computation frameworks.
As an additional contribution of this work, we show how our ORAM techniques can be used
to realize private binary search at the cost of only a single ORAM access and log N comparisons,
instead of conventional O(log N ) ORAM accesses and comparisons. Because of this property,
performance of our binary search is significantly faster than binary search using other ORAM
schemes for all ranges of values that we tested.
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Introduction

Secure multi-party computation refers to the ability of a number of participants to evaluate a
function of their choice on private data without disclosing unintended information about the private
data to the computation participants. It has been the subject of research for many years with its
performance experiencing tremendous progress during the last decade. Such techniques are now
suitable for data and computations of significant sizes. Furthermore, they can be increasingly
applied to perform analysis of large private data sets distributed among a number of participants,
as well as data analytics and decision making using private distributed data (including medical,
financial, and other domains). Of particular interest to the research community in recent years
has been privacy-preserving machine learning, which uses non-trivial algorithms to analyze large
volumes of data. Data used in such analyses are often sparse, while it is important to protect
information about the structure of the data in privacy-preserving applications. This means that
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straightforward translation of the conventional machine learning or other algorithms to the privacypreserving setting not only incurs the cost of secure multi-party computation techniques, but also
often increases the asymptotic complexity of the algorithms due to the need to employ dataoblivious (i.e., data-independent) algorithms and data structures in the privacy-preserving setting.
For example, if data is represented as a sparse vector or matrix and one wishes to access its (nonzero) element without revealing its location, a naive way to accomplish this is to touch all elements
of the data representation. This necessitates the use of data oblivious algorithms that offer better
performance than scanning the entire dataset when an element of the set at a private location needs
to be retrieved. The most general way to achieve this is to use oblivious RAM (ORAM) techniques,
which is the subject of this work.
The original ORAM constructions [19, 27, 20] and the work that followed (see, e.g., [30, 33]
among many others) were designed for the client-server setting, where the client is entitled to have
access to the entire memory in the clear and outsources it in encrypted form to a server. In the
context of secure multi-party computation, there is no single party with full access to the data and
the client’s work needs to be simulated by multiple participants in a privacy-preserving way. This
places different constraints on ORAM constructions compared to the client-server setting in order
to achieve efficient performance. For that reason, multiple constructions have been developed to
optimize performance of ORAM in the secure two-party and multi-party settings (e.g., [35, 24, 34,
15, 37] and others). We follow this line of work and design a novel ORAM construction for secure
multi-party computation, called Top ORAM, which offers attractive performance.
Our construction is built using the high-level structure of the two-party
p ORAM of Doerner and
shelat [14], in which the participants perform O(N ) local work and O( (N )) secure computation
per ORAM access for an N -element data set. Our setting and the underlying secure computation
arithmetic, however, are fundamentally different: We work in the setting with honest majority,
where the computation is being carried out by n ≥ 3 parties, at most t < n/2 of which can be
corrupt and colluding. The setting of primary interest to us is the three-party setup with at most
one corrupt participant (i.e., n = 3 and t = 1), as commonly employed in secure multi-party tools
and compilers (e.g., [5, 38]).
Using√a careful choice of secret sharing, we are able to reduce the secure computation component
from O( N ) in [14] to only O(log N ) per ORAM access, while retaining O(N ) local work per
participant. As a result, our solution exhibits excellent performance and, when instantiated with
n = 3, outperforms all ORAM constructions we are aware of (including those that work with only
three parties or only two parties) for a wide range of ORAM sizes N . In particular, because the
overall work has linear dependency on N , our construction (as well as [14]) is not competitive for
very large data sizes (e.g., N ≥ 225 ), where constructions with overall work being polylogarithmic
in N provide better performance. However, for moderate data sizes, Top ORAM is faster than
other two- and three-party schemes by up to a factor of 13 in the LAN setting and up to a factor
of 3.1 in the WAN setting.
Our observation that no single ORAM construction is expected to outperform all other schemes
on all values of N and other parameters is consistent with a recently published result [9]. We also
note that performance of Top ORAM can quickly degrade as n increases. For that reason, in the
rest of the paper we describe the general solution and use the three-party setting as a running
example and for evaluation.
We summarize performance of recent two- and multi-party ORAM constructions in Table 1, all
are secure in the semi-honest adversarial model. A more detailed description of the prior schemes
and comparison with our work are given in Section 8.
Our contributions. We build a new ORAM scheme for secure multi-party computation in the
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Table 1: Comparison of secure two- and multi-party ORAM constructions. N is the size of the
data set in elements or blocks; n is the number of computation parties; t is the maximum number
of corrupt parties; Z is the size of a bucket in blocks.
setting with honest majority, called Top (function & replicated secret sharing) ORAM. Its main
building blocks are function secret sharing (FSS) for a point function and secure arithmetic using
replicated secret sharing (RSS) for threshold structures. Its main novelty is eliminating the use of a
stash, the need for which
√ was the bottleneck in the performance of FSS-based Floram construction
[14] and resulted in O( N ) access time. For that reason, both read and write ORAM access in our
scheme requires only O(log N ) secure computation work for generating FSS for a point function.
The remaining work is local to each party.
To realize the structure above, a significant portion of this work is dedicated to the design of
the necessary secure computation arithmetic using replicated secret sharing (Section 4). While
the techniques are information-theoretic in their nature, we use computational security to reduce
communication cost. The techniques can be instantiated to work in any ring or field, and therefore
can enjoy improved performance of native hardware operations when instantiated in a ring Z2k for
some k. Because the underlying secret sharing scheme is linear, any linear combination of secret
shared values is computed locally, while operations such as multiplication and opening a secretshared value use one round of communication and involve each party transmitting t ring elements
in the (n, t) setting.
Our next contribution is customizing the techniques underlying our ORAM construction to
perform binary search (Section 5). By capitalizing on the tree-like evaluation employed in FSS
generation and evaluation, we are able to reduce the cost of binary search to that of about a
single ORAM access with log N secure comparison operations from the conventional log N ORAM
accesses and comparison operations.
Lastly, because replicated secret sharing is relatively unexplored compared to several other
types of secret sharing, we provide conversion procedures between different types of secret sharing
(Section 6). In particular, we consider Shamir secret sharing (SSS) and additive secret sharing
used in Sharemind and discuss conversion between RSS and each of these secret sharing types. We
consequently use RSS-to-SSS and SSS-to-RSS conversion together with SSS-based implementation
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of secure comparison in our implementation of binary search.
We implement ORAM operations and the binary search and evaluate their performance on
different ORAM sizes in both LAN and WAN settings. Our results (Section 7) indicate that Top
ORAM is the best performing ORAM among recent 2- and 3-party ORAM constructions for a
wide range of data set sizes N . Our binary search outperforms all other implementations that we
tested for all values of N by a significant amount: it is faster than other alternatives by an order
of magnitude or more.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Secure Multi-Party Computation

We consider the conventional secure multi-party setting with n computational parties, out of which
at most t can be corrupt. Our primary focus is on the security against semi-honest participants
and simulation-based security, formulated as follows:
Definition 1 Let parties P1 , . . ., Pn engage in a protocol Π that computes function f (in1 , . . ., inn ) =
(out1 , . . ., outn ), where ini and outi denote the input and output of party Pi , respectively. Let
VIEWΠ (Pi ) denote the view of participant Pi during the execution of protocol Π. More precisely, Pi ’s view is formed by its input and internal random coin tosses ri , as well as messages
m1 , . . ., mk passed between the parties during protocol execution: VIEWΠ (Pi ) = (ini , ri , m1 , . . ., mk ).
Let I = {Pi1 , Pi2 , . . ., Pit } denote a subset of the participants for t < n, VIEWΠ (I) denote the combined view of participants in I during the execution of protocol Π (i.e., the union of the views of
the participants in I), and fI (in1 , . . . , inn ) denote the projection of f (in1 , . . . , inn ) on the coordinates in I (i.e., fI (in1 , . . . , inn ) consists of the i1 th, . . ., it th element that f (in1 , . . . , inn ) outputs).
We say that protocol Π is t-private in the presence of semi-honest adversaries if for each coalition of size at most t there exists a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) simulator SISsuch that
{SI (inI , fI (in1 , . . . , inn )), f (in1 , . . ., inn )} ≡ {VIEWΠ (I), (out1 , . . . , outn )}, where inI = Pi ∈I {ini }
and ≡ denotes computational or statistical indistinguishability.
As customary with techniques based on secret sharing, the set of computational parties does not
have to coincide with (and can be formed independently from) the set of parties supplying inputs
in the computation (input providers) and the set of parties receiving output of the computation
(output recipients). Then if a computational party learns no output, the computation should not
reveal any information to that party. Consequently, if we wish to design a functionality that takes
input in the secret-shared form and produces shares of the output, any computational party should
learn nothing from protocol execution.

2.2

Replicated Secret Sharing

Our techniques utilize replicated secret sharing (RSS) [22] which has an associated access structure
Γ. An access structure is defined by qualified sets Q ∈ Γ, which are the sets of participants who are
granted access, and the remaining sets of the participants are called unqualified sets. In the context
of this work we only consider threshold structures in which any set of t or fewer participants is not
authorized to learn information about private values (i.e., they form unqualified sets), while any
t + 1 or more participants are able to jointly reconstruct the secret (and thus form qualified sets).
To secret-share private x using RSS,
P we treat x as an element of a finite ring R and additively split
it into shares xT such that x = T ∈T xT (in R), where T consists of all maximal unqualified set
of Γ (i.e., all sets of t parties in our case). Then each party p ∈ [1, n] stores shares xT for all T ∈ T
4

subject to p 6∈ T . We use notation [x] to mean that (private) x is secret shared among the parties
using RSS.
Example. In the (3, 1) setting, T consists of 3 sets T = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and thus there are
3 shares such that x = x{1} + x{2} + x{3} . Then party 1 stores shares x{2} , x{3} , party 2 stores
x{1} , x{3} , and party 3 stores x{1} , x{2} .


In the general case of (n, t)-threshold RSS, the total number of shares is nt with n−1
shares
t
stored by each party, which can become large as n and t grow. For convenience and without loss
of generality, we let n = 2t + 1. In the case when n > 2t + 1, 2t + 1 parties can carry out the
computation on a reduced set of shares in such a way that there is no need to involve the remaining
parties in the computation.
The parties will need to perform computation on secret shared values. The first important
property of RSS is that it is linear. That is, given shares of private values, each party can locally
compute the corresponding shares of a linear combination of the values. For example, to add
[a] and [b], party p computes aT + bT (in R) for each T ∈ T that p stores. A number of other
operations, such as multiplications, reconstructing a value from its shares, etc., are interactive.
We consequently describe in Section 4 the way we realize these operations for the purposes of
this work. An important optimization on which we rely is non-interactive evaluation of a pseudorandom function (PRF) using RSS in the computational (as opposed to number-theoretic) setting
as proposed in [12]. We detail our use of this functionality in Section 4.

2.3

Function Secret Sharing

Recent literature [7] introduced the notion of function secret sharing (FSS), whichP
allows n parties
to split a function f into concisely described shares fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that (i) ni=1 fi = f and
(ii) any strict subset of the fi s hides f . A special class of functions for which efficient constructions
of FSS are known are point functions.
A point function is a function fα,β : [1, N ] → R1 such that fα,β (x) = β if x = α and 0 otherwise.
An optimized realization of point functions for the two-party case was given in [8], while the n-party
solution remains slower. It is possible to construct shares of function fα,β in time logarithmic in n.
In seeking an efficient solution for our setting, we realized that the n-party formulation of FSS
is too strong for our setup. Instead, the notion that we require is that of threshold FSS, which to
the best of our knowledge has not been considered before. That is, we desire that t + 1 or more
shares fi can be used to reconstruct f , while t or fewer shares fi reveal no information about f . We
realize this functionality by generalizing the two-party FSS interface and the solution from [8, 14] to
our (n, t) setting. We also modify the construction to operate over a finite ring R to be compatible
with our solution. Lastly, for clarity of presentation, we explicitly mark values as protected (secret
shared) and not protected (available to the parties in the clear).
A multi-party threshold function secret sharing scheme of a point function fα,β is then a pair
of polynomial-time algorithms (Gen, Eval) such that:
• Gen(1κ , [α1 ][α2 ] . . . [α` ], [β]) is a multi-party key generation protocol, which on input a security
parameter 1κ and a private function description (α, β), where α = α1 α2 . . . α` is represented
in the bit-decomposed form with ` = dlog N e, computes key [fk] and public portion fkpub ,
where each party learns its shares of fk (i.e., party p learns shares fkT for each T ∈ T subject
to p 6∈ T ) and all parties learn fkpub .
• Eval(fkT , fkpub , ind) is an evaluation algorithm run locally by a party, which on input a key
share fkT , public key portion fkpub , and an evaluation point ind ∈ [1, N ], outputs elements
1

We define the function to return an element of a ring to be compatible with our setting.
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ind
yTind , tind
T ∈ R such that yT is a share of fα,β (ind) (associated with the unqualified set T ) and
tind
T is a share of bit 0 if fα,β (ind) = 0, and share of bit 1 otherwise.

We use notation ← to denote output of randomized algorithms, while notation = refers to deterministic assignment.

3

Multi-Party ORAM

In this section we describe the structure of our Top ORAM, the algorithms for the read and write
operations, and provide their analysis. The read and write operations rely on a number of building
blocks using RSS, which we consequently describe in Section 4.
The high-level idea behind our solution is as follows. It was previously known that two-party
FSS can be used to realize read-only ORAM (or Private Information Retrieval) with O(N ) secure
computation and O(N ) local work or write-only ORAM with O(N ) secure computation and O(N )
local work, but not both because of the differences in data representation (see [14] and references
therein). To combine the two operations in a single scheme, Floram [14] used a stash to reconcile
the√two representations when√they start diverging following writes. The optimal stash size was
O( N ), which resulted in O( N ) secure computation per ORAM access (and O(N ) local time).
We were, however, able to get around this computation bottleneck. Our observation is that the use
of replicated secret sharing in the multi-party setting allows for both read and write operations to
be carried out on the same representation, thus removing the need for the stash. In particular, to
realize a write-only ORAM in the two-party setting, each data item X i was secret-shared among
the two parties. However, to realize a read-only ORAM, both parties stored the same value for
each data item, namely the data item blinded by a pseudorandom value (not know to either, but
jointly computable by them). Here we observe that it is possible to simultaneously have both
representations in the same construction if we use replicated secret sharing. For example, in the
three-party case, we store the data item in a secret shared form (as in write), any pair of the
participants have a share in common (as in read), and any participant can only learn a protected
value of the data item (as required for read), with the last, missing share serving the role of the
blinding factor.
This gives us a conceptually simple realization of ORAM accesses, primarily consisting of FSS
generation and evaluation. As a result, we obtain that each ORAM access costs O(log N ) secure
computation due to FSS generation and O(N ) local work due to FSS evaluation.
Let X = (X 0 , X 2 , . . . , X N −1 ) denote the data items (or blocks), i.e., the memory is represented
as sequence of N blocks. In Top ORAM this dataset is stored among the parties using RSS, i.e.,
each party p stores XT = (XT0 , . . . , XTN −1 ) for each T ∈ T such that p 6∈ T . Each share of a block
is represented as one or more ring elements depending on the original size of each block, but for
simplicity of exposition we treat each block share XTi as a single field element. We require that R
has characteristic ≥ 2κ .
The above means that the ORAM has a straightforward initialization procedure: If data block
i
X is contributed by a single party (input provider), that party produces secret shares of X i and
communicates them to the parties running the computation. Alternatively, X i may be a result of
prior secure multi-party computation, in which case it may need to be converted to RSS from a
different representation, e.g., Shamir secret sharing. We treat the topic of share conversion in more
detail in Section 6.
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Algorithm 1 h[X̂ 0 ], . . . , [X̂ N −1 ]i ← Write([ind1 ] . . . [ind` ], [∆v], h[X 0 ] . . . [X N −1 ]i)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Execute ([fk], fkpub ) ← Gen(1κ , [ind1 ] . . . [ind` ], [∆v]).
Each p ∈ [1, n] locally computes for T ∈ T s. t. p 6∈ T and ∀i ∈ [0, N − 1]
(yTi , tiT ) = Eval(fkT fkpub , i)
X̂Ti = XTi + yTi (in R)
end for
return h[X̂ 0 ], . . . , [X̂ N −1 ]i

Algorithm 2 [v] ← Read([ind1 ] . . . [ind` ], h[X 0 ], . . . [X N −1 ]i)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

3.1

([fk], fkpub ) ← Gen(1κ , [ind1 ] . . . [ind` ], 0).
Each p ∈ [1, n] locally computes for T ∈ T s. t. p 6∈ T and i ∈ [0, N − 1]
(yTi , tiT ) = Eval(fkT , fkpub , i)
end for
[v] ← DotProd(h[X 0 ], . . . , [X N −1 ]i, h[t0 ], . . . , [tN −1 ]i).
return [v]

ORAM Read and Write Operations

In what follows, we describe read and write operations separately. Note that in the context of
secure multi-party computation, the function being executed is normally known and thus there
is no need to hide the operation type (i.e., read or write). For that reason, our read and write
operations execute different instructions and are distinguishable. When, however, it is necessary
to hide the type of operation being executed, it is not difficult to merge the functionalities at a
minimal cost and have a single access function capable of executing both operations. Read and
write operations are simple and are given in Algorithms 1 and 2.
Both of them first involve calling FSS Gen on shares of the index and the dataset, which the
parties execute jointly. Afterwards, each party locally executes Eval for each element of the dataset
and each share it stores. The Write operation then updates each share with the computed values,
while Read obliviously selects the desired element using secure dot-product computation.
FSS Gen and Eval are provided as Algorithms 3 and 4, respectively. They are based on the
original protocols in [8, 14], but we modify the way the arithmetic is carried out as well as the way
the multi-party operations are realized, which we consequently discuss. All arithmetic is in R.
Recall that with this type of secret sharing, any linear combination of secret shared values can
be performed locally by the parties without interaction. Other operations, on the other hand, may
require interaction. Besides multiplication of secret shared values, we also utilize the computation
of the dot product of two secret shared values DotProd as part of Read. Gen additionally uses
reconstruction of a value from shares Open, generation of shares of a random field element RandF,
and evaluation of a pseudo-random generator on a secret shared seed PRG.
Before we proceed with describing the building blocks, we note that Gen also computes values
[sj,αj ], [sj,αj ], [τ j,αj ], [v j,αj ] that depend on private bit αj . Thus, their computation corresponds to
branching on conditional statements with private conditions αj . This means that we can rewrite
the computation using conventional evaluation of conditional statements with private conditions.
For example, we compute [v j,αj ] = [αj ]([v j,1 − [v j,0 ]) + [v j,0 ] using a single interactive operation
(multiplication). Computation of [τ j,αj ] = [αj ](τ j,1 − τ j,0 ) + τ j,0 , on the other hand, is local. Lastly,
computing [sj,αj ] and [sj,αj ] can be accomplished using the total of one multiplication (i.e., by first
computing [u] = [αj ]([sj,1 ] − [sj,0 ]) and then setting [sj,αj ] = [u] + [sj,0 ] and [sj,αj ] = [sj,1 ] − [u]).
7

Algorithm 3 ([fk], fkpub ) ← Gen(1κ , [α1 ][α2 ] . . . [α` ], [β])
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

[w0 ] ← RandF()
[t0 ] ← 1
for j ∈ [1, `] do
[sj,0 ]||[v j,0 ] || [sj,1 ]||[v j,1 ] = PRG([wj−1 ])
σ j = Open([sj,αj ])
τ j,0 = Open([v j,0 ] + [αj ] + 1)
τ j,1 = Open([v j,1 ] + [αj ])
[wj ] = [sj,αj ] + [tj−1 ] · σ j
[tj ] = [v j,αj ] + [tj−1 ] · [τ j,αj ]
end for
γ := Open([w` ] + [β])
[fk] = ([w0 ], [t0 ])
fkpub = ((σ j , τ j,0 , τ j,1 )j∈[1,`] , γ)
return [fk], fkpub

Algorithm 4 (yT , tT ) := Eval(fkT = (wT0 , t0T ), fkpub = ({σ j , τ j,0 , τ j,1 }j∈[1,`] , γ), ind = ind1 . . . ind` )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for j ∈ [1, `] do
j,0
j,1
j,1
j−1
sj,0
T ||vT || sT ||vT = PRG(wT )
j,ind
· σj
wTj = sT j + tj−1
T
j,ind
· τ j,indj
tjT = vT j + tj−1
T
end for
yT = wT` + t`T · γ
tT = t`T
return yT , tT

We also note that in our Gen the value of sj,αj gets open after its computation and in our setting
it is possible to perform multiplication and open together (see MulPub in section 4.3). This means
that we compute sj,αj in one step and locally set [sj,αj ] = [sj,0 ] + [sj,1 ] − sj,αj .

3.2

Complexity of Operations

We summarize performance of the secure computation building blocks in Table 2. The table reports
numbers for the three-party setting as well as the general n-party case. Communication is measured
in the number of ring elements sent by each party. The number of cryptographic operations is
measured in the number of pseudo-random ring elements which each each party generates via calls
to PRG/PRF.
We also include the cost of Gen in the table. It is computed based on Algorithm 3 with small
optimizations in the first and last loop iterations (e.g., skipping the computation of unused [t` ]) and
executing the operations in parallel when possible. Recall that the only interactive computation in
ORAM Write is a single call to Gen, while executing Read additionally involves a call to DotProd,
which requires the same amount of interaction as a single multiplication.
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3.3

ORAM Initialization

If we, similar to prior work [14], assume that the computational parties hold shares of the data
set X, then no initialization is needed in Top ORAM. To best of our knowledge, this is not the
case for all other ORAM constructions for secure multi-party computation. Floram [14] was the
first to have a light-weight initialization procedure, but it still requires a number of cryptographic
operations and communication linear in the data set size N (even assuming that the participants
hold shares of the data set X). Comparison of initialization costs for different ORAM schemes is
given in Table 1.
In more detail, if the data set X is used as input into secure computation, the input party
in possession of item X i locally produces its (RSS) shares XTi and securely communicates them
to the appropriate computational parties. ORAM operations may be executed immediately with
no additional initialization procedure. An item X i may also be produced as a result of secure
computation (other than an ORAM write). In that case, if the secure computation uses a different
type of secret sharing than RSS, a conversion procedure is needed, which we discuss in Section 6.

4

Building Blocks: Operations on Replicated Shares

Recall that RSS enjoys the linear property. For example, we can add secret-shared [a] and [b] by
adding aT and bT for each T ∈ T that a party possesses. We also use the ability to add/subtract
known integers to a secret-shared value [a] and multiply a secret-shared value [a] by a known
integer. In the former case, we realize [a] + b by converting b to [b] and performing the addition,
where shares bT usePno randomness (e.g., we could set one share to b and the remaining shares to
0 to maintain that T ∈T bT = b). In the latter case, c = [a] · b is realized by setting cT = aT · b (in
R) for each T ∈ T .

4.1

Random Number Generation

Our solution relies on two types random number generation, which we discuss here.
4.1.1

PRG

Invocation of [a1 ], [a2 ], . . . ← PRG([s]) is realized by independently executing a PRG algorithm
on each share of s without interaction between the parties. Because the output of PRG([s]) is
private, we expect it to produce a sequence of secret-shared values (represented as ring elements).
Furthermore, in our construction we only call the PRG to obtain random (secret-shared) ring
elements. This means that calling PRG(sT ) to produce pseudo-random
aT will result in PRG([s])
P
generating [a], where a is pseudo-random as well because a = T ∈T aT (in R). This is similar to
evaluating a PRF on a secret-shared key in the RSS setting without interaction in [12].
PRG(sT ) can be realized internally using any suitable algorithm, as long as it is consistent
among the computational parties. For example, because of the speed of AES encryption on modern
processors, one might implement PRG(sT ) = PRF(sT , 0)||PRF(sT , 1)||. . ., where PRF : R×{0, 1}κ →
R is a PRF instantiated with AES.
Let G = PRG([s]). When the output of G is not consumed all at once, we use notation G.next
to retrieve the next (secret-shared) element from G. Similarly, if GT = PRG(sT ), notation GT .next
refers to the next pseudo-random share output by GT .
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4.1.2

RandF

[a] ← RandF() computes a secret-shared random element. We implement this function by executing
PRG([k]).next, where k is a system-wide key. It is set up at the system initialization time (in the
form of secret shares) and does not change throughout program execution.

4.2

Multiplication

P
P
Multiplication [c] ←
P[a] · [b] can be realized using the fact that a = T ∈T aT and b = T ∈T bT
and thus [a] · [b] = T1 ,T2 ∈T aT1 · bT2 (in R). Note that for any (T1 , T2 ) pair, there will be a party
holding shares T1 and T2 , and thus performing this operation involves local multiplication and
addition over different choices of T1 , T2 . More formally, let mapping ρ : T × T → [1, n] denote a
function that for each pair (T1 , T2 ) ∈ T 2 dedicates a party p ∈ [1, n] responsible for computing the
product aT1 · bT2 (clearly, p must possess shares T1 and T2 ). For performance reasons, we also desire
that ρ distributes the load among the parties as fairly as possible.
Example. With 3 parties, we could have party 1 (in possession of shares {2} and {3}) compute
(and add) products a{2} b{2} , a{2} b{3} , and a{3} b{2} , party 2 (in possession of shares {1} and {3})
compute products a{3} b{3} , a{1} b{3} , and a{3} b{1} , and party 3 (in possession of shares {1} and {3})
compute products a{1} b{1} , a{1} b{2} , and a{2} b{1} .
As a result of this (local) computation, the parties hold additive shares of the product a · b = c,
which needs to be converted to RSS for consecutive computation. This conversion was realized in
early publications [26, 4] by having each party create replicated secret shares of their result and
distribute each share to the parties entitled to knowing it (i.e., party p receives shares
 from each
party for each T ∈ T subject to p 6∈ T ). This results in each participant creating nt shares and

sending n−1
of them to each party. Consequently, each participant adds the values received for
t
share T and stores the sum as cT , for each T in its possession.
More recent work such as [3] and others traded information-theoretic security (in the presence
of secure channels) for communication efficiency by having the parties generate shared (pseudo)random values. We apply this idea to our setting as well and obtain the following solution: for
each participant i ∈ [1, n] we let i and all parties p 6∈ T (i.e., those with access to the share
T ) have access to a secret ki,T ∈ {0, 1}κ . Then when the multiplication algorithm calls for redistributing the locally computed sum of products, each party p generates the shares of its value v
by choosing nt − 1 pseudo-random shares vT for each T ∈ T except one and setting the last share
to be consistent with v and all other (pseudo-random) shares. Now each party entitled to having
vT (except for one pre-selected T in T , which we denote by T ∗ in the current description) will
generate this value locally using a pseudo-random generator with seed kp,T . T ∗ is chosen for each
party p to be a share to which p ordinarily has access as to minimize the amount of communication.
To capture this formally, we define another mapping γ : [1, n] → T , which for each p returns the
party’s value of T ∗ (subject to p 6∈ T ∗ ). As before, we want to choose the values of T ∗ s as to evenly
distribute the load.
Example. In our three-party setup, we could use a mapping γ(1) = {2}, γ(2) = {3}, and
γ(3) = {1}, as additionally illustrated in Figure 1. Consequently, the parties need to pre-distribute
keys k1,{1} (known to parties 1 through 3), k1,{3} (known to parties 1 and 2), k2,{1} (known to parties
2 and 3), k2,{2} (known to all parties), k3,{2} (known to parties 3 and 1), and k3,{3} (known to all
parties). Party 1 first computes v = a{2} b{2} + a{2} b{3} + a{3} b{2} (in R). Because γ(1) = {2},
shares v{1} and v{3} are computed by drawing the next portion of (pseudo-)random bits from the
PRGs seeded with k1,{1} and k1,{3} , respectively (v{1} is stored by parties 2 and 3 and v{3} is stored
by parties 1 and 2). Consequently, party 1 computes v{2} = v −v{1} −v{3} (in R) and communicates
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mappings:
ρ : {1}, {1} → 3
{1}, {2} → 3
{1}, {3} → 2
{2}, {1} → 3
{2}, {2} → 1
{2}, {3} → 1
{3}, {1} → 2
{3}, {2} → 1
{3}, {3} → 2

γ : 1 → {2}
2 → {3}
3 → {1}

1
u{3}

input:
a{2} , a{3} , b{2} , b{3} , G1,1 = PRG(k1,{1} )
G1,3 = PRG(k1,{3} ), G2,2 = PRG(k2,{2} )
G3,2 = PRG(k3,{2} ), G3,3 = PRG(k3,{3} )
computation:
v = a{2} b{2} + a{2} b{3} + a{3} b{2} (in R)
v{1} = G1,1 .next, v{3} = G1,3 .next
v{2} = v − v{1} − v{3} (in R)
output:
c{2} = v{2} + G2,2 .next + G3,2 .next (in R)
c{3} = v{3} + u{3} + G3,3 .next (in R)

v{2}

2

w{1}
input:
a{1} , a{3} , b{1} , b{3} , G1,1 = PRG(k1,{1} )
3
G1,3 = PRG(k1,{3} ), G2,1 = PRG(k2,{1} )
G2,2 = PRG(k2,{2} ), G3,3 = PRG(k3,{3} )
computation:
u = a{3} b{3} + a{1} b{3} + a{3} b{1} (in R)
u{1} = G2,1 .next, u{2} = G2,2 .next
u{3} = u − u{1} − u{2} (in R)
output:
c{1} = G1,1 .next + u{1} + w{1} (in R)
c{3} = G1,3 .next + u{3} + G3,3 .next (in R)

input:
a{1} , a{2} , b{1} , b{2} , G1,1 = PRG(k1,{1} )
G2,1 = PRG(k2,{1} ), G2,2 = PRG(k2,{2} )
G3,2 = PRG(k3,{2} ), G3,3 = PRG(k3,{3} )
computation:
w = a{1} b{1} + a{1} b{2} + a{2} b{1} (in R)
w{2} = G3,2 .next, w{3} = G3,3 .next
w{1} = w − w{2} − w{3} (in R)
output:
c{1} = G1,1 .next + G2,1 .next + w{1} (in R)
c{2} = v{2} + G2,2 .next + w{2} (in R)

Figure 1: Illustration of initial three-party multiplication [a] · [b].
v{2} to party 3. The mappings ρ and γ also define the computation and communication associated
with parties 2 and 3. Note that the mappings ρ and γ define the computation and communication
associated with each party. Each participant communicates a single element and executes 5 PRG
evaluations.
In the n-party case, we obtain that each
party only needs to communicate a single element to

t parties instead of communicating n−1
shares
to each party.
t
By examining the computation in this initial solution, we can see that it is not ideal because
some seeds (i.e., k1,{1} , k2,{2} , and k3,{3} in the three-party case) are known by all parties and thus
do not contribute to secrecy. We eliminate such redundant cases from the computation to obtain
more efficient computation, which still maintains the desired level of security. It is clear that in the
three-party case the seeds known to all parties need to be eliminated, while in the more general
n-party case we remove the seeds kp,T such that p ∈ T , i.e., party p normally does not have access
to shares T . This creates consistency of key distribution in the sense that for p 6= p0 , keys kp,T and
kp0 ,T are known to the same set of participants according to the formulation of T .
Next, we observe that the resulting construction still has inefficiencies because multiple keys
kp,T , kp0 ,T for p 6= p0 are maintained by the same set of participants. While it is safe to merge
keys with the same permissions into a single key kT and thus obtain a single secret-shared key
[k], there might be a need to generate multiple pseudo-random elements using the same key as we
explain below. Let us first finish describing the three-party construction before we return to the
general case. Because we already have a setup for RandF(), we let the parties generate new pseudorandom values using the same key shares. The resulting solution for three parties with a symmetric
communication pattern is shown in Figure 2. This reduces the number of cryptographic operations
(i.e., calls to PRG/PRF) per party from 5 in the initial solution to only 2 per multiplication in the
three-party case, while communication remains to be a single element per party. Compared to other
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mappings:
ρ : {1}, {1} → 3
{1}, {2} → 3
{1}, {3} → 2
{2}, {1} → 3
{2}, {2} → 1
{2}, {3} → 1
{3}, {1} → 2
{3}, {2} → 1
{3}, {3} → 2

γ : 1 → {2}
2 → {3}
3 → {1}

1
u{3}

2

input:
a{2} , a{3} , b{2} , b{3}
G2 = PRG(k{2} ), G3 = PRG(k{3} )
computation:
v = a{2} b{2} + a{2} b{3} + a{3} b{2} (in R)
v{3} = G3 .next, v{2} = v − v{3} (in R)
output:
c{2} = v{2} + G2 .next (in R)
c{3} = v{3} + u{3} (in R)

v{2}

w{1}
input:
a{1} , a{3} , b{1} , b{3}
G1 = PRG(k{1} ), G3 = PRG(k{3} )
3
computation:
u = a{3} b{3} + a{1} b{3} + a{3} b{1} (in R)
u{1} = G1 .next, u{3} = u − u{1} (in R)
output:
c{1} = u{1} + w{1} (in R)
c{3} = u{3} + G3 .next (in R)

input:
a{1} , a{2} , b{1} , b{2}
G1 = PRG(k{1} ), G2 = PRG(k{2} )
computation:
w = a{1} b{1} + a{1} b{2} + a{2} b{1} (in R)
w{2} = G2 .next, w{1} = w − w{2} (in R)
output:
c{1} = G1 .next + w{1} (in R)
c{2} = v{2} + w{2} (in R)

Figure 2: Illustration of three-party multiplication [a] · [b].
multiplication protocols in the literature, this matches communication of recent multiplication from
[3], which (unlike this work) is available only for three parties. This also improves on communication
of standard multiplication using Shamir secret sharing from [17] (information-theoretically secure
in the presence of secure channels) by a factor of 2 and improves on communication of Sharemind’s
multiplication from [6] by a factor of 5 (communication in the latter can be reduced my means of
shared PRG seeds as in this work).
Returning to the general case, we note that a participant may receive multiple messages. This
is the case for three-party computation with an asymmetric communication pattern or when the
number of parties is higher (with any communication pattern). In such cases it is not safe to
protect multiple transmissions with the same pseudo-random value and the need to draw multiple
elements from a PRG arises. To demonstrate this, we provide an additional example of three-party
multiplication with asymmetric communication pattern in Figure 3. In that example, it is not safe
to set u{1} and w{1} to the same values because they are used to protect the shares sent by parties
2 and 3, respectively, to party 1. Therefore, in this example G1 would need to be queried twice to
set two different pseudo-random values v{1} and w{1} . The same reasoning applies to settings with
t ≥ 2, where even with symmetric communication patterns a participant receives t values.
The above gives us the
multiplication
protocol for n parties below, where each party
 optimized

n−1
n−2
2
on average draws t − 1 + 2t t − t pseudo-random ring elements from a PRG, which is

equal to (t + 1)( n−1
− 1) when n = 2t + 1, and on average communicates t ring elements. The
t
reasoning for this performance numbers is as follows: First, consider an instance of the protocol

with a symmetric communication pattern. Then any given party p ∈ [1, n] maintains n−1
shares
t

n−1
of a secret. During multiplication, the party will create t −1 pseudo-random shares for its value
being re-shared, computes the last share,
are entitled
 and communicates it to t other parties who
n−2
0
to that share. Party p also has t shares in common with any other party p 6= p. It thus
will need to compute pseudo-random shares used by all 2t parties except t shares that it receives
from them. When the communication pattern is not symmetric, the overall amount of work and
2

It is possible to distribute the load evenly among the parties by appropriately setting the γ function.
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input:
a{2} , a{3} , b{2} , b{3}
G2 = PRG(k{2} ), G3 = PRG(k{3} )
computation:
v = a{2} b{2} + a{2} b{3} + a{3} b{2} (in R)
v{3} = G3 .next, v{2} = v − v{3} (in R)
output:
c{2} = v{2} + w{2} (in R)
c{3} = v{3} + u{3} (in R)

γ : 1 → {2}
2 → {3}
3 → {2}

1
u{3}

2

w{2}

v{2}

input:
a{1} , a{3} , b{1} , b{3}
G1 = PRG(k{1} ), G3 = PRG(k{3} )
3
computation:
u = a{3} b{3} + a{1} b{3} + a{3} b{1} (in R)
u{1} = G1 .next, u{3} = u − u{1} (in R)
w{1} = G1 .next
output:
c{1} = u{1} + w{1} (in R)
c{3} = u{3} + G3 .next (in R)

input:
a{1} , a{2} , b{1} , b{2}
G1 = PRG(k{1} ), G2 = PRG(k{2} )
computation:
w = a{1} b{1} + a{1} b{2} + a{2} b{1} (in R)
u{1} = G1 .next
w{1} = G1 .next, w{2} = w − w{1} (in R)
output:
c{1} = u{1} + w{1} (in R)
c{2} = v{2} + w{2} (in R)

Figure 3: Illustration of three-party multiplication [a] · [b] with asymmetric communication pattern.
communication remains unchanged, but it is distributed differently. Thus, we refer to the average
work and communication in that case.
Correctness
follows from the fact that each private value v (p) computed by party p is distributed

n−1
into t additive shares (one of which is communicated while others are computed using PRGs).
0
Afterwards, each party sets its cT as a sum of t + 1 shares (computed or received) of values v (p )
for each party p0 entitled to shares cT . This matches the fact that each share aT of secret a is
maintained by t + 1 parties. We ensure that in Algorithm 5 two different participants p and p0 with
access to shares T consistently associate the values that they draw from GT with shares belonging
to different parties by always processing the values in the increasing order of participants’ IDs.
Preparation of the shares in Algorithm 5 is done on lines 10–16, where a participant either masks
its share with a pseudo-random value because it is used by another party or forms its own shares
and the value to be transmitted.
We state the security result as follows:
Theorem 1 Multiplication [c] ← [a] · [b] is secure in the (n, t) setting with t = (n − 1)/2 according
to definition 1.
Proof. Let I denote the set of corrupt parties. We consider the maximal amount of corruption
with |I| = t. Because the computation proceeds on secret shares and the parties do not learn
the result, no information should be revealed to the computational parties as a result of protocol
execution.
We build a simulator SI that interacts with the parties in I as follows: when a party p ∈ I
expects to receive a value from another party p0 6∈ I in step 5 of the computation according to
function γ, SI chooses a random element of R and sends it to p. SI preserves consistency of the
view and ensures that when the same value is to be sent by p0 to multiple parties in I, all of them
receive the same random value. This is the only portion of the protocol where corrupt parties can
receive values (that the simulator produces), and the only portion of the protocol when a corrupt
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Algorithm 5 [c] ← [a] · [b]
// pre-distributed values are [k] and public maps ρ and γ
// define GT = PRG(kT )
1: each p ∈ [1, n] does the following
2:
let Sp =
P{T ∈ T | p 6∈ T }
3:
v (p) = T1 ,T2 ∈T ,ρ(T1 ,T2 )=p aT1 bT2 (in R)
4:
for T ∈ Sp do
5:
cT = 0
(p)
6:
vγ(p) = v (p)
7:
end for
8:
for p0 ∈ [1, n] in order do
9:
for T ∈ Sp do
10:
if (p0 6= p) ∧ (p0 6∈ T ) ∧ (γ(p0 ) 6= T ) then
11:
cT = cT + GT .next (in R)
12:
else if (p0 = p) ∧ (γ(p) 6= T ) then
13:
z = GT .next
14:
cT = cT + z (in R)
(p)
(p)
15:
vγ(p) = vγ(p) − z (in R).
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
end for
(p)
19:
send vγ(p) to each p0 6∈ γ(p) (other than itself)
20:
for p0 ∈ [1, n] such that p 6∈ γ(p0 ) do
(p0 )
(p0 )
21:
after receiving vγ(p0 ) from p0 , set cγ(p0 ) = cγ(p0 ) + vγ(p0 ) (in R)
22:
end for
(p)
23:
cγ(p) = cγ(p) + vγ(p) (in R)
24: return [c]
party p may send a value to an honest party p0 is step 4, which SI receives on behalf of p0 . All
other computation is local, in which SI does not participate.
We next argue that the simulated view is computationally indistinguishable from the real view.
First, note that the corrupt parties in I collectively hold shares aT , bT and keys kT (and thus can
compute values GT .next) for each T ∈ T such that ∃p ∈ I and p 6∈ T . This entitles the corrupt
parties to computing the corresponding shares cT , but the rest of the shares must remain unknown,
so that they are unable to compute c. Next, notice that when |I| = t, there is only one share
T ∗ = I such that all parties p ∈ I have no access to kT ∗ and cT ∗ , while all parties p0 6∈ I store
those values. Then there are two cases to consider: (1) If one or more parties p ∈ I receive γ(p0 )’s
0
share of v p from another party p0 6∈ I (it must be the case that γ(p0 ) 6= T ∗ ), the received share
has been masked by a fresh pseudo-random element from GT ∗ , is therefore pseudo-random and
indistinguishable from random by any p ∈ I. (2) If no party p ∈ I receives a value from any given
p0 6∈ I, indistinguishability is trivially maintained.

The computation associated with multiplication can be generalized to compute the dot-product
of two secret-shared vectors DotProd(ha1 , . . . , aN i, hb1 , . . . , bN i) (as used in Read), or evaluate any
other multi-variate polynomial of degree 2, using the same communication and the same number
of cryptographic operations as in multiplication. For that purpose, we only need to change the
computation in step 3 of the multiplication protocol. For example, for DotProd, we modify step
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Operation

Rounds

PRG([s]).next and RandF()
Mul([a], [b])
Open([a])
MulPub([a], [b])
DotProd(h[a1 ], . . . , [aN ]i, h[b1 ], . . . , [bN ]i)
Gen([α1 ]. . .[α` ], [β])

0
1
1
1
1
`+1

(3, 1) setting
Comm Crypto ops
0
2
1
2
1
0
2
2
1
2
6` − 1

6` − 4

Comm
0
t
t
n−1
t
(6` − 1)t

(n, t) setting
Crypto ops
(t + 1)

n−1
t

n−1
t

−1



0 
t n−1
t


(t + 1) n−1
−1
t

n−1
(3`t + 2` − 2t − 2)
t
−(2` − 2)(t + 1)

Table 2: Performance of building blocks.
mappings:
ν : 1 → ({3}, 3)
2 → ({1}, 1)
3 → ({2}, 2)

input:
a{2} , a{3}
output:
a = a{1} + a{2} + a{3} (in R)

1
a{1}

2
input:
a{1} , a{3}
a{2}
output:
a = a{1} + a{2} + a{3} (in R)

a{3}

3

input:
a{1} , a{2}
output:
a = a{1} + a{2} + a{3} (in R)

Figure 4: Illustration of three-party Open([a]).
3 to compute v (p) =
unchanged.

4.3
4.3.1

P

T1 ,T2 ∈T ,ρ(T1 ,T2 )=p

PN

i i
i=1 aT1 bT2

(in R), while the rest of the steps remain

Revealing Private Values
Open

Reconstruction of a secret shared value a = Open([a]) amounts to communicating missing shares
to each party so that the value could be reconstructed
locally from all shares. Recall that there are

n
n−1
total
shares
and
each
party
holds
of
them.
Thus,
during this operation each party is to
t
t


n
n−1
receive d = t − t missing shares.
Our next observation is that when n is not small, the value of d will exceed n and transmitting
d messages to each party is not needed. Because the value is reconstructed as the sum of all shares,
it is sufficient to communicate sums of shares instead of the individual shares themselves. Recall
that [a] can be reconstructed by t + 1 parties. This means that it is sufficient for a participant to
receive one element (i.e., a sum of the necessary shares) from t other parties.
As before, we would like to balance the load between the parties and ideally have each party
transmit the same amount of data. This means that we instruct each party to send information to
t other parties according to another agreed upon mapping ν : [1, n] → (T , [1, n])d . For each party
p, this mapping will specify which of p’s shares should be communicated to which other party.
Example. With n = 3, we could have ν(1) = ({3}, 3), ν(2) = ({1}, 1), and ν(3) = ({2}, 2),
which corresponds to ν(p) = ({p − 1}, p − 1) (where p − 1 = 3 for p = 1), which corresponds to the
communication pattern in Figure 4.
computation associated with this operation: each p computes
P The mapping ν will then define
0 6= p present in the mapping and sends the result to p0 .
a
(in
R)
for
each
p
0
T,ν(p)=T,p T
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mappings:
ρ : {1}, {1} → 3
{1}, {2} → 3
{1}, {3} → 2
{2}, {1} → 3
{2}, {2} → 1
{2}, {3} → 1
{3}, {1} → 2
{3}, {2} → 1
{3}, {3} → 2

input:
a{2} , a{3} , b{2} , b{3} , G2 , G3
computation:
v (1) = a{2} b{2} + a{2} b{3} + a{3} b{2}
c(1) = v (1) + G2 .next + G3 .next
output:
c = c(1) + c(2) + c(3)

1
c(2)
c(1)
(1)
c(3) c
2
input:
c(2)
input:
a{1} , a{3} , b{1} , b{3}
(3)
c
a{1} , a{2} , b{1} , b{2} , G1 , G2
G1 , G3
computation:
3
computation:
v (3) = a{1} b{1} + a{1} b{2} + a{2} b{1}
v (2) = a{3} b{3} + a{1} b{3} + a{3} b{1}
(3)
c
= v (3) − G1 .next − G2 .next
(2)
(2)
c = v + G1 .next − G3 .next
output:
output:
c
= c(1) + c(2) + c(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)
c=c +c +c

Figure 5: Illustration of three-party MulPub([a], [b]). All arithmetic is in R.
Similar to other secret sharing frameworks, simply opening the shares of a maintains security
of the computation (in the sense that no information about private values is revealed beyond the
opened value a). This is because we maintain that at the end of each operation secret-shared values
are represented using random shares. In particular, it is clear that the result of PRG([s]).next and
RandF() produces random shares; shares are properly re-randomized during multiplication of [a]
and [b], and shares of [a] + [b] and [a] − [b] are random if the shares of [a] and [b] are random
themselves.
4.3.2

MulPub

Functionality c = MulPub([a], [b]) refers to multiplying two secret-shared [a] and [b] and opening
their product c. It can be invoked multiple times in our Gen algorithm, e.g., on line 5, where the
computation of [sj,αj ] involves multiplication. The reason why we are discussing this functionality
is because in the past this operation could be implemented more efficiently than multiplication followed by an opening in alternative SS frameworks (e.g., see [11]), and we pursue a similar direction
here. In the protocol we present here, MulPub is realized using a single round without increasing communication cost. Executing multiplication followed by Open would double the number of
rounds.
In multiplication, after computing a product, each locally computed value is no longer random
and needs to be re-randomized prior to opening it. In our RSS setting, we realize this by relying
on pseudo-random values locally computed by the parties. In particular, similar to other building
blocks, we associate a secret key kT with each T ∈ T (i.e., this is the same key shares used with
RandF() and multiplication) and use pseudo-random values GT .next to protect the share of the
product that each party locally computes, prior to that party revealing its randomized value to all
others. To ensure that the product reconstructed by the parties is correct, we need to make sure
that the sum of all blinding pseudo-random values equals to 0. In the three-party case, this can
be accomplished by adding some pseudo-random values and subtracting others, as illustrated in
Figure 5.
With larger n and t we must be careful to draw new elements from each PRG to ensure that
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Algorithm 6 c = MulPub([a], [b])
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

// pre-distributed values are [k] and public map ρ
each p ∈ [1, n] does
P the following
v (p) = c(p) = T1 ,T2 ∈T ,ρ(T1 ,T2 )=p aT1 bT2 (in R)
for T ∈ Sp do
let j be the number of parties p0 < p such that p0 6∈ T
for i = 0 to t − 1 do
z = GT .next
if j = t then
c(p) = c(p) − z (in R)
else if i = j then
c(p) = c(p) + z (in R)
end if
end for
end for
send c(p) to all other parties
c = c(p)
for i = 1 to n − 1 do
0
0
upon receiving c(p ) from distinct p0 , set c = c + c(p ) (in R)
end for
return c

values released by different parties are protected using proper randomness without reusing them.
This is similar to the logic used in multiplication. Then to realize this logic and ensure that all
blinding factors add to 0, when multiple values are sampled from GT , the last blinding value is
set to the sum of all previously drawn elements multiplied by −1 (in R). We provide a detailed
description of MulPub in Algorithm 6. GT and Sp are defined as in multiplication.
In this algorithm, each party draws the same number of elements from each GT in its possession
to ensure that after single execution of this algorithm all parties are in the same state (by any given
party may discard some of the computed values). Similar to the computation in multiplication, we
order the parties based on the values of their IDs. Because any given share T is stored at t + 1
parties, there are t calls to each GT per invocation of this operation. Then the participant with
the lowest ID among the parties with access to T (j = 0) uses the first element of GT to protect
its value v (p) and disregards the t − 1 other elements, the participant with the next lowest ID uses
the second element, etc. The participant with the highest ID among those with access to T (j = t)
computes the sum of all t elements drawn from GT and subtracts the sum from its v (p) . Correctness
follows from
that the sum of all blinding values over all parties and all shares is equal to
Pthe(p)fact P
0, i.e., c = p c = p v (p) (in R).
To show security, we prove the following result:
Theorem 2 The protocol c = MulPub([a], [b]) is secure in the (n, t) setting with t = (n − 1)/2
according to definition 1.
Before proceeding with the proof, we demonstrate intuition behind it on the three-party example
in Figure 5. Let zT denote the output of GT .next. Then party 1 transmits c(1) = v (1) + z{2} + z{3} ,
party 2 transmits c(2) = v (2) + z{1} − z{3} , and party 3 transmits c(p) = v (3) − z{1} − z{2} , where
c = v (1) + v (2) + v (3) and each v (i) needs to be protected (all arithmetic is in R). Without loss
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of generality, let party 3 be corrupt. Then party 3 (with access to z{1} and z{2} ) can compute
v (1) + z{3} , v (2) − z{3} , and the output of the computation c, but no information about v (1) or v (2)
(assuming security of the PRG) other than their sum v (1) + v (2) . The latter, however, is already
computable by party 3 using the output c and its share v (3) , which reveals no extra information
about a and b beyond their product.
Proof. As before, let I denote the set of corrupt parties with |I| = t. We build a simulator SI
that interacts with the parties in I as follows: after SI extracts shares aT , bT , kT (T ∈ T such
that ∃p ∈ I and p 6∈ T ) from the corrupt parties and receives the output c from the trusted
P party,
(p)
SI computes v as prescribed by the protocol for each p ∈ I and also their sum vI = p∈I v (p)
(p)
(in
to
P R).(p)SI sets v values for the remaining n − t parties to random elements of R subject
(p) to each
v
=
c
−
v
(in
R).
S
,
acting
on
behalf
of
party
p
∈
6
I,
sends
the
corresponding
v
I
I
p6∈I
party in I.
To show that this simulation is indistinguishable from the real protocol execution, recall that
there will be at least one T , denoted by T ∗ = I, to which the parties in I have no access (and thus
correspondingly cannot distinguish the output GT ∗ from random elements of the ring). During real
protocol execution the parties in I receive t + 1 values c(p) , one per p 6∈ I. With the knowledge
that the corrupt parties collectively have, they can remove the effect of all randomization except
the use of the output of GT ∗ . If we let zi,T ∗ denote the ith call to GT ∗ .next during the execution
of MulPub in Algorithm 6, then the corrupt parties canPrecover t values of the form v (p) + zi,T ∗
with unique p and i and one value of the form v (p) − ti=1 zi,T ∗ for another p. The next thing
to notice is that any t (out of t + 1) of these values are pseudo-random and computationally
protect the corresponding v (p) values. The introduction of the remaining value reveals the sum of
all v (p) s, but not other information (i.e., the last value corresponds to the difference to make the
sum
to c − vI ). This means that substituting these values with random elements subject to
P equal
(p) = c−v provides the same information to the corrupt parties and achieves computational
v
I
p6∈I
indistinguishability of the views.

Similar to multiplication, MulPub can be generalized to evaluate any (multi-variate) polynomial
of degree 2 and open the result. For example, in Gen we compute and open sj,αj = sj,1 +αj (sj,0 −sj,1 )
using this operation.

5

Binary Search

Unlike conventional ORAM where the client can hide information about the program it runs on
external memory, when using ORAM for secure computation, the computational parties know the
program and individual instructions being executed. Therefore, primary uses of ORAM in this
setting is for accessing an element of an array (or another data structure) at a private location.
ORAM capabilities are of particular importance for working with sorted data, where naive techniques for making computation data-oblivious such as linear scan result in unsatisfactory solutions
(from both complexity and performance point of view) when the data set size is not small. For that
reason, it is not surprising that ORAM designs for secure computation are often benchmarked on
binary search. In this section we show that Top ORAM can be further optimized for performing
binary search. A standard implementation of binary search on an N -element data set in the context
of secure computation involves log N accesses to elements at private locations (i.e., log N ORAM
reads) with the same number of private comparisons between the retrieved and searched values.
Our binary search optimization, on the other hand, reduces the work associated with ORAM reads
to only that associated with a single ORAM read (while retaining log N secure comparisons). What
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enables us to do so is the fact that FSS generation and evaluation use a tree-like structure, which
we can execute a portion at a time.
Consider an array of N sorted data items X = (X 0 , X 1 , . . ., X N −1 ). (Each item may consist
of a numeric key according to which the elements are sorted and associated data, but for the
purposes of our current discussion, the exact composition of X i s is not significant as long as we
can compare X i s to each other and to the query.) Then binary search for private value s consists
of first comparing s to the element X N/2 . This involves access at a known location and does
not require the use ORAM operations. Let α1 denote the result of comparison s ≥ X N/2 ; i.e.,
we execute [α1 ] ← GE([s], [X N/2 ]), where GE denotes secure implementation of the ≥ operation.
The next access is to read either X N/4 or X 3N/4 based on α1 , i.e., perform a 2-element ORAM
read access to (X N/4 , X 3N/4 ) at private location α1 and compare it to s. Let α2 denote the
outcome of this comparison. If we continue in this manner, we observe that the next operation
consists of a 4-element ORAM access to (X N/8 , X 3N/8 , X 5N/8 , X 7N/8 ) at a private location, the
binary representation of which is α1 α2 , and computes the next private bit α3 . Then the (log N )th
iteration makes an ORAM access to a data set of size 2log N −1 ≈ N/2 and determines αlog N , where
α1 α2 . . . αlog N represents the location of the searched element s in the set X. Unlike many other
realizations of ORAM, with our construction it is possible to extract a subset of the element of X
and run an ORAM operation directly on that set. This is because our ORAM design does not need
to maintain any state (in the form of stashes or any other form) and it is sufficient to have secret
shares of the data items themselves.
Now let us go back to the Gen procedure in Algorithm 3. Recall that it processes one bit
of location α = α1 α2 . . . αN at a time, in a single loop iteration. Because in the above binary
search procedure one bit of α is computed at a time and the same α is used for all accesses, it is
possible to incrementally execute Gen as we compute bits of α. Note that generally it is not safe to
reuse randomness generated by Gen for multiple ORAM accesses if all information about private
α is to be protected. However, in this case we know that (i) α does not change (in fact, we are
building a single value of α) and (ii) these are read accesses which do not need to execute line 11
of Algorithm 3. The latter means that, even if we use a binary search to update an item, until we
determine the entire value of α, all accesses are read accesses that do not take any private β (it
would not be secure to release multiple γs after incremental executions of Gen).
Algorithm 7 specifies our binary search construction. Note that because the size of the data set
N is not necessarily a power of 2, while the location α is represented as a binary integer, the first
`−1
access is to X 2
(where ` = dlog N e) instead of X N/2 and consecutive accesses are also to indices
based on the powers of 2.
We place the elements of X which contribute to the ORAM read in iteration j of the algorithm
into a virtual set Y . These are elements of X at positions (2i + i)2`−j−1 for i = 0, 1, . . . satisfying
that (2i + i)2`−j−1 < N . The algorithm first computes the number of the elements in X satisfying
this condition, forms Y , and consequently runs Eval on each element of Y . We also use notation
EvalR to denote a variant of Eval for reading, which takes fkpub of the form of triples (σ k , τ k,0 , τ k,1 ),
i.e., without γ, and outputs no yT .
Note that, while Algorithm 7 specifies to execute EvalR in each loop iteration j of the algorithm
with key fkpub = ((σ k , τ k,0 , τ k,1 )jk=1 ) and j-bit index i (line 18), we should think of it as performing
incremental execution, similar to the way it is done for Gen. In particular, in the first loop iteration,
we execute EvalR with a single bit index ind and store the computed values wT1 , t1T for both ind = 0
and ind = 1. In the second loop iteration, we resume from wT1 , t1T computed for ind = 0 to compute
wT2 , t2T for both ind = 00 and ind = 01 and from wT1 , t1T computed for ind = 1 to compute wT2 ,
t2T for ind = 10 and ind = 11. In other words, we execute one loop iteration of Eval at a time
without repeating the computation of the prior iterations. This gives us the desired performance:
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Algorithm 7 BinarySearch([X] = ([X 0 ], . . . , [X N −1 ]), [s])
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

` ← dlog N e
[w0 ] ← RandF()
[t0 ] ← 1
[fk] = ([w0 ], [t0 ])
fkpub = ∅
`−1
[α1 ] ← GE([s], [X 2 ])
for j ∈ [1, `] do
[sj,0 ]||[v j,0 ] || [sj,1 ]||[v j,1 ] := PRG([wj−1 ])
σ j = Open([sj,αj ])
τ j,0 = Open([v j,0 ] + [αj ] + 1)
τ j,1 = Open([v j,1 ] + [αj ])
[wj ] = [sj,αj ] + [tj−1 ] · σ j
[tj ] = [v j,αj ] + [tj−1 ] · [τ j,αj ]
fkpub = fkpub ||(σ j , τ j,0 , τ j,1 )
if (j < `) then
N 0 = bN/2`−j + 1/2c
0
`−j−1 N 0 −1
[Y ] = ([Y 0 ], . . ., [Y N −1 ]) = ([X (2i+1)2
])i=0
Party p ∈ [1, n] executes tiT = EvalR (fkT , fkpub , i) for each i ∈ [0, N 0 − 1] and T ∈ T subject
to p 6∈ T
0
0
[v] ← DotProd(h[Y 0 ], . . ., [Y N −1 ]i, h[t0 ], . . ., [tN −1 ]i)
[αj+1 ] ← GE([s], [v])
end if
end for
return [fk], fkpub , [α] = [α1 ]. . .[α` ]

the computation is similar to a single ORAM access plus ` executions of GE.

6

Share Conversion

As mentioned earlier, other types of secret sharing have received a lot of attention in the research
literature and have efficient protocols for commonly used operations such as comparisons, bit decomposition, etc., as well as more complex fixed-point or floating-point arithmetic. For that reason,
when our ORAM is used as part of general secure function evaluation, for performance reasons it
might be desirable to be able to convert between RSS and other types of secret sharing. This is
the topic that we treat in this section and discuss conversion to and from Shamir SS, as well as
three-party additive SS as used in Sharemind.

6.1

Shamir Secret Sharing

Shamir secret sharing [29] (SSS) is an (n, t)-linear SS scheme with t < n/2, in which each secret value
s is represented by a random polynomial of degree t with the free coefficient set to s. Each share of
s corresponds to the evaluation of the polynomial on a unique non-zero point. Then given t + 1 or
more shares, the parties can reconstruct the polynomial and learn s using Lagrange interpolation.
Possession of t or fewer shares, however, information-theoretically reveals no information about
s. With this representation, computation of any linear combination of secret-shared values is
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mappings:
p∗ = 1
T ∗ = {2}
OP = {2}
fz (2)
input:
fa (2), G1 , G3
2
computation:
r{1} = G1 .next, r{3} = G3 .next
compute fr (2)
fz (2) = fa (2) − fr (2) (in F)
output:
a{1} = r{1} , a{3} = r{3}

input:
fa (1), G2 , G3
computation:
r{2} = G2 .next, r{3} = G3 .next
1 compute fr (1)
fz (1) = fa (1) − fr (1) (in F)
z = SSReconst((1, fz (1)), (2, fz (2)))
output:
z a{2} = r{2} + z (in F), a{3} = r{3}

3

input:
fa (3), G1 , G2
computation:
r{1} = G1 .next, r{2} = G2 .next
output:
a{1} = r{1} , a{2} = r{2} + z (in F)

Figure 6: Illustration of three-party share conversion from Shamir SS to Replicated SS.
performed locally by each party using its shares, while multiplication requires interaction.
All operations are performed in a finite field F, and having a ring Z2k is not sufficient. For
that reason, if Top ORAM is used as part of secure function evaluation realized using SSS, we
instantiate the ORAM using the same field F.
Let hi, fa (i)i denote a Shamir secret share of a ∈ F evaluated on point i ≥ 1. We assume that
each party’s ID i (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is used as the first component of the share and is not explicitly
stored.
Cramer at al. [12] showed how to convert an integer represented using RSS into SSS with no
interaction. They also proved that local conversion from SSS to RSS is not possible. Thus, we
design an interactive solution that allows n parties to convert their Shamir secret share of a to the
replicated form.
Our solution proceeds by first generating RSSs of a pseudo-random value r and converting it
to SSS (which the parties can do without interaction). Next, the parties can compute SSSs of
z = a − r (in F) by locally setting fz (i) = fa (i) − fr (i) and open the value of z, which does not
reveal information about private a. Now the knowledge of z can be used to construct RSSs of a
from those of r. Note that this is easy to do by P
replacing one (replicatedPshare of r) rT s,
Pdenoted
by rT ∗ , with rT ∗ + z. In other words, we use r = T ∈T rT to obtain a = T ∈T aT = z + T ∈T rT .
As with other protocols, we use pre-distributed key shares kT for the parties to agree on new
pseudo-random values. Furthermore, to minimize communication, we instruct only one party to
reconstruct z from shares, which makes it asymmetric with respect to the protocol participants.
For that reason, they need to agree on the communication pattern; namely, whose (Shamir) shares
will be used in reconstruction and who will be reconstructing the shares. This also influences which
value of T ∗ ∈ T will be used to convert (replicated) shares of r to those of a. We call the party
p∗ ∈ [1, n] performing share reconstruction as the assembling party and desire that p∗ 6∈ T ∗ (i.e.,
p∗ has access to shares T ∗ ). An example of this solution for three parties is given in Figure 6 with
the general solution described next.
To distinguish between replicated and Shamir secret shares, we use notation [x]S to denote
that x is secret shared using SSS. We also denote the (Shamir) share reconstruction procedure by
SSReconst, which is parameterized by t + 1 and takes (at least) t + 1 pairs hi, fa (i)i and reconstruct
the value of a.
This protocol involves sending the total 2t = n − 1 elements in 2 rounds, which amounts to < 1
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Algorithm 8 [a] ← S2RConv([a]S )
// pre-distributed values are [k] and agreed upon T ∗ ∈ T , assembling party p∗ with p∗ 6∈ T ∗ , and
// t originating parties other than p∗ denoted by OP
1: Compute [r] = PRG([k]).next.
P
2: Each p ∈ OP ∪ {p∗ } converts shares rT to SSS as fr (p) =
T ∈Sp rT · gT (p) (in F), where gT is
the unique degree-t polynomial such that gT (0) = 1 and gT (i) = 0 ∀i ∈ T .
3: Each p ∈ OP computes fz (p) = fa (p) − fr (p) (in F) and sends it to p∗ .
4: Party p∗ computes its own fz (p∗ ) and runs SSReconstt+1 on the t + 1 shares fz (p) for p ∈
OP ∪ {p∗ }.
5: Party p∗ sends the reconstructed z to each p 6∈ T ∗ .
6: Each p sets aT = rT for each T 6= T ∗ ∈ Sp , while each p 6∈ T ∗ sets aT ∗ = rT ∗ + z (in F).
7: return [a]

amortized element per participant. Each participant locally performs n−1
cryptographic operat
tions. It is possible to reduce the number of rounds to 1 at the cost of increasing communication.
In particular, an alternative solution is to simultaneously reconstruct z from shares at t + 1 parties,
after which not further communication is needed. This results in the total of t(t + 1) elements being
sent in the first round. Note that this solution is attractive in the three-party case, where both
alternatives yield the same volume of communication.
Theorem 3 Protocol [a] ← S2RConv([a]S ) is secure in the (n, t) setting with t = (n−1)/2 according
to definition 1.
Proof. Let |I| = t. We consider two cases: (1) at least of the assembling and originating parties
is corrupt, and (2) none of the assembling and original parties are corrupt. The second case is
straightforward because the corrupt parties do not receive any information and both the simulator
and security are trivial. Thus, we concentrate on the first case.
We build the simulator SI as follows: if p∗ is not corrupt, SI receives values fz (p) from each
p ∈ I in step 3 on behalf of p∗ and in step 5 sends a random element z to each p ∈ I subject to
p 6∈ T ∗ . Otherwise, if p∗ is corrupt, SI sends a random element to p∗ on behalf of each p 6∈ I in
step 3 and receives p∗ ’s communication in step 5 on behalf of each honest p 6∈ T ∗ .
To demonstrate indistinguishability, we also divide the analysis based on whether p∗ is corrupt
or not. When p∗ is not corrupt, each corrupt p 6∈ T ∗ receives a random element in the ideal world,
while in the real world it receives z = a − r. Then because r is pseudo-random and the corrupt
parties do not possess enough shares to recover its value, z is pseudo-random as well. Furthermore,
assuming the security of the PRG, the real and simulated executions are indistinguishable. When
on the other hand p∗ is corrupt, it receives random elements in place of fz (p) in the simulated view.
This will result in p∗ reconstructing a random element of F in the simulated view. However, as
before we have that z is pseudo-random to the corrupt parties in the real protocol execution and
due to security of the PRG, the simulated and real views are indistinguishable.


6.2

Additive Secret Sharing

In the Sharemind framework, there are three participants and each party holds share ai such that
a1 + a2 + a3 = a in ring Z2k [5, 6]. Then because both RSS and Sharemind’s additive SS work
over a ring and are represented similarly, the conversion procedures are simple. In particular, to
convert from three-party RSS where each participant stores 2 shares to Sharemind’s SS, each party
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simply “forgets” one of its shares in such a way that each party keeps a unique share. This will
result in a correctly formed Sharemind’s secret sharing of the same value, but party p’s share is
known by another party. Because in the operations that follow the expectation might be that each
share is not known by others, to maintain the desired level of security we might want to re-share
(re-randomize) the obtained representation. This operation is one of the basic building blocks in
Sharemind.
Conversion from three-party arithmetic SS to RSS is also straightforward: each party sends its
share to another in such a way that each party ends up with a unique set of two shares. Then if
the original shares were properly formed shares, the resulting representation will also comply with
the security requirements of the RSS scheme. This costs communicating 1 ring element by each
participant in a single round of communication.

7

Performance Evaluation

We have implemented Top ORAM access and binary search algorithms in C using GNU Multiple
Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP) to realize secure channels between the participants (128-bit
security) and OpenMP for managing threads. Other ORAM constructions that we use in our
evaluation include Floram CPRG [14]3 , Square-root ORAM [37], and Circuit ORAM [34]. All of
these are two-party schemes and we use their implementation from [1]. Among three-party schemes,
we evaluate 3PORAM [15] using its implementation from [2]. We did not run the recent ORAM
from [23], which could be considered as an improvement of [15]. This is primarily because no
implementation is available, but we also do not anticipate it to be competitive (its CPU time for
the dataset sizes that we measure was reported to be 100ms or higher). We also did not include
SPDZ-based [24, 25] (which can be instantiated with two or more parties) because of the differences
in the adversarial model and thus incomparable run time. Lastly, we evaluate a two-party version
of linear scan as implemented in [1]. We anticipate that this operation is more efficient in the
two-party setting, in part due to its use of a constant number of communication rounds.
Our LAN experiments were carried out on two or three local machines with identical hardware
connected via 1Gbs Ethernet with one-way latency of 0.15ms. Each machine was running CentOS
6.9 on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 processor (2.10 GHz, 16 cores). Our WAN experiments used
one or two local machines and a remote machine running Ubuntu 16 with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630
v3 processors (2.40 GHz, 32 cores). The one-way latency between our local and the remote machines
was approximately 23ms. Although the machine configurations are slightly different between local
and remote machines, this differences will not affect our evaluation results due to the interactive
inter-party computations.
In our implementation, we use hardware-accelerated fixed-key AES implementation from [1] to
realize PRG operations, similar to [14]. All experiments were executed with the block size of 16
bytes, and we instantiate arithmetic using the ring Z2128 in Top ORAM. We varied the number of
threads between 2 and 16, but only report the results of the optical configuration. For example, 2
threads give the best performance when the number of blocks is small, but 16 threads are preferred
when the number of blocks is large. Similar to the experiments conducted in [14], we only use
threads to parallelize local computation, but not interactive secure multi-party computation.
The results of our experiments are given in Figure 7, on which we elaborate below.
ORAM initialization. We measured the initialization time of ORAM schemes in Figure 7c as
a function of data set size N . Recall that our ORAM requires no initialization as long as the data
3

While [14] described two constructions Floram and Floram CPRG, we only evaluate the optimized version Floram
CPRG which was shown to provide superior performance in [14].
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set is available in the secret shared form, and thus its cost is 0. This value could not be plotted
in the figure with a logarithmic Y-scale, and therefore Top ORAM is not included. Linear scan
pre-computes labels and thus the cost is not zero. As we can see from the figure, the initialization
costs vary greatly. While the cost of ORAM initialization can often be considered one-time, it
plays a more important role in secure multi-party computation. Depending on the function being
evaluated, the number of accesses with private indices to a dataset may be small. In that case the
initialization cost may dominate the overall time and it may be preferable to use an alternative
solution to ORAM techniques.
ORAM access. Performance of a single ORAM access as a function of N is shown in Figures
7a and 7b for the LAN and WAN settings, respectively. As expected, liner scan offers the best
performance when the number of elements is small. In the LAN setting, Top ORAM starts outperforming linear scan at the low data set size of N = 27 . It has the best performance across all
constructions when N is in the range [27 , 224 ]. The largest difference in performance is at N = 214
when Top ORAM is 13 times faster than Floram CPRG, the second fastest construction for that
size. We can see that both Floram and Top ORAM have similar curves, which demonstrate that
for lower values of N the time is dominated by secure computation, while for higher values of N it
is dominated by local O(N ) work. When N is high, performance of Top ORAM is expected to be
about twice as high as that of Floram because of the need to repeat O(N ) computation for each of
the two shares that each party possesses.
In the WAN setting, the runtime of all ORAM schemes increases with linear scan being the best
option up to N = 212 . Now Square-root ORAM is competitive with Top ORAM near that size,
and Top ORAM is the best performing option for N in the range [214 , 227 ]. The largest difference
in performance of Top ORAM and the next best performing scheme is at 222 , where Top ORAM
is faster by a factor of 3.1.
Binary search. Our last experiments evaluate performance of binary search. Our construction
is realized as described in Section 5, while the implementation of binary search for other ORAM
constructions (Floram CPRG, Square-root ORAM, and Circuit ORAM) are from [1]. We do not
evaluate binary search based on 3PORAM because 3PORAM uses custom techniques not compatible with common secure multi-party computation frameworks. This prevent 3PORAM from being
used in binary search because of the need perform secure comparisons. Top ORAM’s implementation used the implementation of GE from [11] which is based on Shamir SS. Consequently, all
arithmetic was carried over field, and we used Zp with a 128-bit prime p. Because ORAM’s computation uses RSS, we convert between RSS and SSS shares. The comparisons were realized using
32-bit keys, while the ORAM elements in all constructions were 16 bytes. The results are given in
Figures 7d and 7e for the LAN and WAN settings, respectively. As evident from the figures, our
construction significantly outperforms other alternatives for all tested values of N , with the largest
speedup being by a factor of 25 in the LAN setting and by a factor of 30 in the WAN setting near
size N = 215 .
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Related Work

Oblivious RAM was introduced by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [19, 27, 20] to address the problem of
software protection. In the last decade, ORAM has attracted a lot of interest and inspired a series
of subsequent works (e.g., [30, 32, 30, 33, 28, 16] and others) with improved performance. In the
original formulation, a client outsources its private memory to a remote server without revealing
any information including access patterns to the server. There are also a number of publications
in the multi-server setting (e.g., [31, 21]), where multiple servers store the client’s private memory
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and serve its queries to reduce client’s overhead. The closest among them to our work is recent
S3 ORAM [21], which uses Shamir SS and secure multi-party computation techniques for processing
the client’s queries to achieve O(1) client-server and O(log N ) server-server communication. While
relying on secret sharing, this construction is not suitable for our problem because we have to
distribute the client’s work and protect all data.
In the context of ORAM for secure computation, SCORAM [35] was among the early constructions in the two-party setting. The observation was that circuit complexity was an important
measure besides bandwidth and storage overheads. SCORAM used an efficient eviction algorithm,
which reduced the circuit size by a factor of 10 compared to prior work and consequently achieved
better performance. Following this path, Circuit-ORAM [34] further reduced the circuit for eviction algorithm and reached the optimal circuit size for realistic choices of block sizes. Square-root
ORAM [37] followed a somewhat different approach with higher asymptotic complexity, but improved performance which was competitive with linear scan even for small data sizes. More recently,
Floram [14] built on FSS in the two-party setting and improved performance of prior schemes. As
previously discussed, we build on this construction.
In the multi-party setting, Keller and Scholl [24] designed and implemented ORAM constructions on top of SPDZ [13], security of which holds in the malicious model with no honest majority
with n ≥ 2 parties. Despite much stronger adversarial model, the construction achieved better
online performances than SCORAM. A recent improvement [25] builds ORAM in the same security model using efficient garbled-circuit-based secure RAM computation and SPDZ authenticated
shares. Their protocol achieved lower circuit complexity and constant communication rounds.
3PORAM [15] is a scheme that works only for 3 parties with custom techniques based on a variant
of [30], and we use this scheme in our evaluation. Most recently, Jarecki and Wei [23] re-designed
Circuit ORAM for the three-party setting by using customized asymptotically bandwidth-optimal
and constant-round protocols.
Concurrently with our work, Bunn et al. [10] designed a 3-party ORAM based on a distributed
point function. Their ORAM
relies on a different approach and has different characteristics:
√
constant-round access, O( N ) communication, and O(N ) local computation. No performance
data for this ORAM is available at this time.
We also mention publications related to other aspects of our work. The idea of realizing binary
search at the cost of approximately one ORAM access has been known before. In particular, it was
one of the optimizations proposed by Gentry et al. [18] for a tree-based ORAM. Also, Wang et
al. [36] designed a number of oblivious data structures, some of which enjoyed a similar property,
but were implemented in a different way. Both of them use very different underlying techniques
from those of Top ORAM. Lastly, there has been recent work on three-party RSS [3] which uses
custom share representation, different from the original formulation of RSS. In the three-party
setting, our PRG and multiplication protocols achieve the same performance, and we are not aware
of generalization of that work to n > 3.
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Conclusions

In this work we make several contributions to the field of secure multi-party computation, as
summarized below. We introduce a new multi-party oblivious RAM scheme called Top ORAM,
which for an N -element data set uses secure computation of size O(log N ) in O(log N ) rounds
has O(N ) local work per ORAM access. The ORAM can be instantiated with any number of
participants n in the setting with honest majority and semi-honest adversaries. Its performance
is particularly attractive for n = 3 and outperforms other 2- and 3-party alternatives for many
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choices of N , but is expected to significantly degrade as n increases. To enable this functionality,
we develop arithmetic for computing with replicated secret shares using computational security to
reduce communication. The protocols can be instantiated over any finite ring.
The structure of our ORAM operations are such that they are amenable to be partially executed
to enable realization of binary search on a N -element sorted data set at the cost of only 1 ORAM
access and log N secure comparisons to guide the search. For n = 3 parties, this results in a
construction that outperforms all 2- and 3-party alternatives that we are aware of by an order of
magnitude or more. Lastly, we discuss conversion between replicated and other types of secret
sharing such as Shamir and Sharemind’s SS to enable integration of Top ORAM with other secure
multi-party computation frameworks.
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